Technical sheet

CARESSE Design: Alessandro Dalla Pozza
Article: BED
A bed with a soft look, tactilely and visually, given by the
soft quilting with real down feathers that cover
respectively, the headboard and the bedstead.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The weight bearing structure on which the wooden
staves rest is realized in poplar and beech wood. The
headboard and the mattress support padding are in
density-differentiated polyurethane. The headboard is
quilted with prime quality down feathers that have been
sterilized, and treated to be hypoallergenic. The covering
is removable in fabric and fixed in leather. Ample storage
area measuring 160 and 180 cm beneath the staves. In
the fixed version are available the following mattress
dimensions: 160/ 180x200 and 193x203 cm high.
Net and mattress are aside.

DIMENSIONS

UPHOLSTERED BED
BED SIZE

MATTRESS SIZE

Standard size 182X242

160X200

Standard size 202X242

180X200

King size 215X245

193X203

COUPLE BACK CUSHIONS

SIZE

Cushions couple for 182x242 cm

75X35

Coppia di cuscini per 200x242 e 215x245 cm

85X35
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Technical sheet

CARESSE Design: Alessandro Dalla Pozza
Article: BED WITH BOX
A bed with a soft look, tactilely and visually, given by the
soft quilting with real down feathers that cover
respectively, the headboard and the bedstead.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The weight bearing structure on which the wooden
staves rest is realized in poplar and beech wood. The
headboard and the mattress support padding are in
density-differentiated polyurethane. The headboard is
quilted with prime quality down feathers that have been
sterilized, and treated to be hypoallergenic. The covering
is removable in fabric and fixed in leather. Ample storage
area measuring 160 and 180 cm beneath the staves. In
the fixed version are available the following mattress
dimensions: 160/ 180x200 and 193x203 cm high.
Mattress is aside.

DIMENSIONS

UPHOLSTERED BED
BED SIZE

MATTRESS SIZE

Standard size 182X242

160X200

Standard size 202X242

180X200

King size 215X245

193X203

COUPLE BACK CUSHIONS

SIZE

Cushions couple for 182x242 cm

75X35

Coppia di cuscini per 200x242 e 215x245 cm

85X35

FINISHES:
Home Collection - Fabrics Cat. F, G, H, L, M, Ecoleather, Leather, Extra leather, Super Leather
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